
Polygons and Perimeter 
Polygons and Perimeter directly supports student expectation: 

3.7B The student is expected to determine the perimeter of a 
polygon or a missing length when given perimeter and  
remaining side lengths in problems. Readiness Standard 

Refer to the sample on the next page to see a completed template. Two 
examples are shown for reference only. Time dictates how many shapes 
can be explored. A blank template follows on page 3. 

DIRECTIONS 
1. Outline a polygon on the grid paper.
2. Identify the polygon. Count and number each of its edges.
3. Draw “mats” in an addition equation to represent each edge of the

polygon. For an example: 

____ + ____ + ____ + ____ = ? inches 

4. Fill in the “mats” with the values of the distance of each edge of the
polygon. Use the same system to account for each edge (e.g. go
around the shape clockwise; use check marks to show an edge has
been “counted”)

5. Model how to add the values mentally and in horizontal and vertical
forms.

NOTE 
When introducing the concept, use the squares on the template. Press 
students to use arithmetic to compute the perimeter.  Use the strategy of 
counting every interval on the edge as a means of confirming the 
computation is correct. 

The examples of the horizontal equations capture how the commutative and 
associate properties can be used to find the sum of the addends.
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Rectangle 
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